
10/21/19
MON AGENDA - DAY ONE

TRANSFORMING HR FOR THE NEXT GENERATION OF FINANCIAL SERVICES

7:00 am

Breakfast & Registration

8:00 am

Welcome Remarks & Ice Breaker

8:20 am

Chairperson’s Opening Remarks

As national demographics and expectations shift, an 
inclusive talent strategy has become an unquestionable 
business priority and many HR leaders are defining 
what that means for their companies. At JPMorgan 
Chase, Pam Lipp-Hendricks, head of Executive 
Talent Management & Diversity, is leading the firm’s 
effort to combine the alignment of executive talent 
management, diversity and inclusion strategies. Her 
talk will explore:

 � Developing an effective talent management process

 � Blending talent management and diversity & 
inclusion strategies

 � Acknowledging bias and creating an inclusive culture

8:35 am

Opening Keynote: Empowering Talent 
Through Inclusive Leadership

Pamela Lipp-Hendricks
Head of Executive Talent 
Management & Diversity
JP Morgan Chase

Zainab Hayat
Program Director, HR Financial Services 2019
a WBR event

As talent pools shrink and your talent acquisition 
teams are competing with businesses across 
industries, it’s imperative your organization define why 
a candidate should choose to work for your company.

 � Understanding your organization’s best selling 
points in attracting and retaining talent

 � How to leveraging effective feedback and survey 
tools to hear what your employees value

 � Incorporating people analytics to understand your 
workforce

10:35 am

Keynote: Accomplishing a Compelling 
Employee Value Proposition

Markita Jack
SVP, Talent Acquisition & Employee 
Relations
First Tennessee Bank

Lori Pierson
VP, HCM Transformation
Oracle Transformation, Oracle

10:55 am

Keynote: Using HR Analyses as a 
Narrative to Drive Business Decisions

As Maranda Baird’s team thinks about positioning Bank 
of the West as a choice employer, she will share how 
her team is:

 � Engaging your marketing team to help you in 
employment branding efforts

 � Mastering all social media channels

 � Targeting demographics such as millennials

9:00 am

Keynote: Are You Using Your 
Marketing Voice?

Maranda Baird
SVP, Head of Recruiting
Bank of the West

 � Emphasizing HR’s role as strategic as opposed to 
transactional

 � Using data to rebuild and strategize to remain nimble

 � Earning leadership buy-in for best practice people 
strategies to drive the company forward

9:25 am

Panel: From Transactional to Strategic: 
Making HR a True Business Partner & 
Thought-Leader

Michell Azbell
Director, Strategy & Business Intelligence
TDECU

Rick List
VP, Group HRBP
First National Bank, 
FNB Corporation

Cecilia Lee
Head of Talent Acquisition
AIG Life & Retirement

Stephanie Winkler
VP, HR
Wescom Credit Union

Amy Schwenck Lewis
Regional Sales Director, HCM SaaS
Avature

9:55 am

Morning Jolt Break
Building an analytics function within HR to leverage 
available data is growing, yet many organizations 
struggle to create a roadmap and build capability.  In 
this session, you’ll hear how to build capability and 
leverage data to support business case development 
and support strategic investment.

 � Understand what you are tracking and why

 �  Consolidating data to create context around your 
strategy

 � Build a narrative to make a succinct and informed 
case to management

To chair this morning, contact sponsorship manager 
Brad Lockwood at brad.lockwood@wbresearch or 
646 200 7455.
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11:15 am

Panel: How are Organizations Transforming 
HR Strategy for the Changing Consumer?

Wendy Edmonds
VP, HR
Redstone Federal Credit Union

Diane Ibrahim
Director, Talent Acquisition
State Farm Group

Sheree Hipwell
Director, HR
SEFCU

Julie Vitorelo
VP, Talent
Patelco Credit Union

As customers become more service and experience 
conscientious and talent pools continue to remain 
competitive, what are organizations doing to:

 � Ensure they are attracting the right talent for their 
organization?

 � Assessing and developing talent for the changing 
needs of the business?

 � Defining and changing behavior to meet customer 
expectations?

Dee McDougal
SVP, Diversity & Inclusion
Pacific Western Bank

2:15 pm

Town Hall: Ensuring HR Agility in the Face 
of Digital Disruption

Alex Kweskin
Managing Director, Head of HR
Union Bank

Melanie Walsh
SVP, HR
BECU

Join our panel for open discussion on the challenges 
faced as HR keeps up with an industry shifting in 
response to demanding consumer expectations. The 
panelists will open discussion before you submit 
questions on the app for the moderator to pose to 
them – and the rest of the room!

To lead a roundtable, contact sponsorship manager 
Brad Lockwood at brad.lockwood@wbresearch or 
646 200 7455.

HR leaders from organizations big and small are 
catching up to current expectations around workplace 
diversity and inclusion. Dee McDougal, named 40 
under 40 last year by Triangle Biz Journal, will 
chat through some tactical ways to engage your 
organization’s community and building the business 
case to your leaders.

11:45 am

12:10 pm

Networking Lunch on the Aragon Rose Lawn

2:45 pm

Afternoon Sweet Treat Break

1:10 pm

Collaborative Roundtables:

1: Trends and Drivers Affecting 
Financial Services Talent Acquisition

2: Perspectives on Employee Monitoring

3: Leveraging Employee Feedback Tools

4: Executive Hiring in Tough Labor 
Markets

5: Remaining Abreast of Regulation 
Changes

Fire-Side Chat: Beyond the Hype: 
Implementing Impactful D&I Strategies

Lori Pierson
VP, HCM Transformation
Oracle Transformation, Oracle

Karen Moore
Director, Product Marketing
HireRight

Joy Henry
General Manager, Financial 
and Professional Services
Sterling Check
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TRACK A
Talent Acquisition

TRACK B
Workforce & Succession Planning

HR Innovator Network
Invitation-only; practitioner-only: peer-led boardrooms 

for financial service people strategists going beyond just 
organizational needs. Contact program director Zainab Hayat for 

inquiries regarding invitations.
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Workshop: Executive Level Recruiting Across Markets

As talent pools shrink for senior level positions, Tom Geraci from BMO 
Financial Group will lead a collaborative session that will discuss:

 ■ Positioning your organization and region as a desirable place to work 
and live

 ■ Identifying quality talent outside your geography

 ■ Analyzing turnover and market conditions to prepare your senior 
talent pipeline

3:25  
pm Thomas Geraci

US / Canadian Senior Search Partner
BMO Financial Group

Talking D&I: Get Comfortable 
Getting Uncomfortable

 ■ Identifying gaps in diversity in your workforce

 ■ Using inclusive language and discouraging 
stereotypical thinking

 ■ Identifying biases and working on addressing them

 ■ Effectively training organization leaders to be 
conscientious of D&I issues

3:25  
pm

Improving Candidate Experience & Quality 
of Hire with Talent Assessment

 ■ Making the candidate experience more intuitive and human

 ■ Assessing talent for your organizational fit and skill needs

 ■ Accelerating the hiring process to reduce time to hire

3:55  
pm

Building Sustainable & Compelling 
Employee Engagement & Rewards

HR veterans know that competitive compensation 
is only the beginning of ensuring your talent 
doesn’t get restless. As the labor marketplace 
gets more competitive, how can you:

 ■ Take advantage of employee demographics 
data to know what is pertinent to your 
populace?

 ■ Rethink employee engagement as opportunities 
for mentorship and development?

 ■ Value both physical and mental well-being?

3:55 
pm

Sustaining Engagement of High 
Performing Employees
 ■ Nurturing your best talent to rise within the 
organization

 ■ Encouraging managers to push and develop 
high performing employees

 ■ Finding new ways to further engage your 
best employees

4:25 
pm

Workshop: Ready for the Future: Assessing Skill Gaps & Building 
Pipeline for Leadership Roles

Work through mapping a data driven, assessment based succession plan - 
and make sure you can use it!

This workshop will address:

 ■ Using data to identify & plan for leadership gaps

 ■ Identifying criteria to assess potential candidates and measure readiness

 ■ Market succession plan adoption for executive buy-in

3:25  
pm

Joy Antolini
Chief Learning Officer
Zions Bancorporation

Karen Lai
VP, Client Partnerships
BetterUp

3:55 
pm

Workshop: Explore the Human Side of Business Transformation

People are the most powerful drivers of a company’s strategy yet most 
transformation efforts continue to rely on technology and process 
change to drive outcomes. Together, we will explore the science behind 
lasting behavior change and engage in a hands-on activity to define 
the mindsets, skills and behaviors needed to execute your company’s 
strategy. 

In this strategic working session, you will:

 ■ Explore the research behind lasting behavior change

 ■ Use an evidence-based approach to identify behaviors, mindsets and 
skills required to realize your company’s strategy

 ■ Assess your company’s capability and readiness to drive 
transformational change

To lead this session, contact sponsorship manager Brad Lockwood at 
brad.lockwood@wbresearch or 646 200 7455.
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TRACK A
Talent Acquisition

TRACK B
Workforce & Succession Planning

HR Innovator Network
Invitation-only; practitioner-only: peer-led boardrooms 

for financial service people strategists going beyond just 
organizational needs. Contact program director Zainab Hayat for 

inquiries regarding invitations.
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4:25 
pm Sustaining Engagement of High 

Performing Employees
 ■ Nurturing your best talent to rise within the 
organization

 ■ Encouraging managers to push and develop 
high performing employees

 ■ Finding new ways to further engage your 
best employees

4:25 
pm

Case Study Interactive: Internal Mobility to Drive Retention & Performance

At TIAA, Marisa Carson and her team are focusing big on internal mobility 
on all levels of the organization, but particularly among their front-line 
associates. Marisa will share how she and her team are:

 ■ Launching career development intiatives for front-line employees

 ■ Strengthening leadership programs for front-line and mid-level leaders

 ■ Enhancing top talent identification and succession planning efforts

 ■ After Marisa’s 20 minute presentation, she will open up the session for 
group discussion.

4:25 
pm Marisa Carson

Senior Director, Talent Management
TIAA

Workshop: Catching Big in Campus and Early Talent Recruiting

Campus and early talent recruiting is an area where there is greater 
momentum than ever before. Morgan Vasquez, who leads campus and 
emerging talent programs at BNY Mellon, will talk through some key 
things for recruiting early talent:

 ■ Building a cohesive, inclusive employer brand 

 ■ Strategizing for the cyclical nature of recruiting early

 ■ Showcasing the ROI for early and campus recruitment programs

Morgan Vasquez
Global Head of Campus Recruitment & Emerging Talent Programs
BNY Mellon
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After a long day of learning, lean into the networking 
element of HRFS and carry on conversations from the 
conference room over a cocktail and get swept away 
with the sound of island melodies. Don’t forget to grab a 
lei as you make your way through our tropical paradise!

5:25 pm

San Diego Luau Cocktail Reception

Large Employers 
(10,000 or More Employees)

Small Employers 
(Under 1,000 Employees)4:55 

pm
4:55 
pm

Mid-Size Employers 
(1,000-9,999 Employees)

4:55 
pm

Recap Roundtables
Join similarly-sized smaller, mid-sized, and large financial institutions for meet-up discussions on takeaways that you can immediately “bring-back” to the 
office. Benchmark with organizations facing the same challenges you are and ensure your bank or credit union is utilizing cutting edge HR best practices

www.asdevents.com - www.asdevents.com/event.asp?id=21690
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TUE AGENDA - DAY TWO

BUILDING A WORKFORCE FOR THE CUSTOMER OF THE FUTURE

7:00 am

Breakfast & Registration

8:00 am

Welcome Remarks

8:05 am

Chairperson’s Opening Remarks

Curtis Campbell
Senior Director, Marketing
HUGHES

Your organization’s financial results, growth potential, 
and customer satisfaction are all tied to one thing: your 
people. During this session, we’ll discuss how HR can 
leverage data and communicate it in a way that creates 
engagement and shared accountability with leaders 
and employees.

 � How to make employee experience and development 
part of your company objectives

 � Leveraging data and creating a tool that drives 
leadership buy in and shared accountability

 � Ensuring employees are informed, engaged and 
accountable for the company and their own success

8:20 am

Keynote: Is Your Culture Organic?: 
Ensuring Your People Engagement 
Strategy & Company Goals Align

Girish Ganesan
Head of Talent
TD Bank

As digital innovation and workforce demographics 
rapidly transform the financial services sector and the 
workplace, organizations need to be prepared for the 
future of work. Peter Vultaggio will share how he and 
his team at Silicon Valley Bank are:

 � Evaluating what the future of workforce planning 
looks for the bank

 � Shifting mindsets and training delivery to be more 
consumable and mobile

 � Identifying best practices for talent management in a 
digital economy

 � Nurture and develop the skills needed to be 
successful in a digital ecosystem

8:45 am

Keynote: Looking Into Your Future Workforce
Peter Vultaggio
Managing Director, Talent 
Development
Silicon Valley Bank

Human behavior has become far more measurable.  
Understanding the implications can transform our 
discipline in ways we’ve struggled for decades!  Ryan 
McEleney from Webster Bank will talk through:

 � What continues to hinder HR’s progress in leveraging 
these possibilities

 � Practical application within all of our centers of 
excellence

 � Key considerations in building your analytics game plan

11:05 am

People Analytics Simplified: How Data and 
Technology will Revolutionize HR

Ryan McEleney
SVP, Director, HR Analytics
Webster Bank

How are organizations staffing for the future of the 
customer journey?

 � Aligning talent readiness with transforming customer 
expectations

 � Identifying criteria to assess and develop customer 
facing talent

 � Developing talent for broader customer needs

10:20 am

Keynote: Defining Roles of the Future: 
Readying the Workforce for the Next 
Generation of Customer Experience

Angela Culbertson
EVP, HR
Navy Federal Credit Union

As banks of all shapes and sizes look to drive 
customers & members into branches, and continue on 
their path of “digital transformation,” a vital ingredient 
is often overlooked – the employee.  A business can 
spend millions on technology, but if employees are not 
properly trained on how to leverage such, the likelihood 
of failure increases significantly.  

This session will focus on effective methods to train 
and communicate employees & managers to ultimately 
deliver exception branch experiences.

10:45 am

Keynote: Digital Branch Transformation 
Requires More Than Leading Technology

Curtis Campbell
Senior Director, Marketing
HUGHES

 � Merging differing cultures for a cohesive workplace

 � Preparing leaders for effective, smooth change 
management

 � Leveraging shared technologies for seamless 
transition and growth

9:10 am

Panel: Integrating Growing Workforces: 
Lessons Learned from Mergers, 
Acquisitions, & Expansions

Kent Streuling
SVP, HR
America First Credit Union

Relax and chat with your new conference friends 
while dunking doughnuts!

9:40 am

Morning Donut Worry

Zainab Hayat
Program Director, HR Financial Services 2019
a WBR event
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BUILDING A WORKFORCE FOR THE CUSTOMER OF THE FUTURE

As digital innovation rapidly transforms your business 
and workforce dynamics evolve across the country, HR 
needs to drive a culture focused on the future of work 
and employee relationships.

 � Utilizing technology to manage the blurred lines 
between work and personal life

 � Developing a culture with purpose, learning and 
innovation at the forefront

 � Embracing and leaving space for the pursuit of 
personal interests

 � Driving changes in workplace culture to embrace 
technological innovation

11:55 am

Keynote: Are You Looking into the 
Future of Work & People?

12:15 pm

Networking Lunch on the Aragon Rose Lawn

2:15 pm

Afternoon Dessert Table

1:15 pm

Guest Keynote

Join similarly-sized smaller, mid-sized, and large 
banks and credit unions for meet-up discussions on 
takeaways that you can immediately “bring-back” to 
the office. Benchmark with organizations facing the 
same challenges you are and ensure your bank or 
credit union is utilizing cutting edge HR best practices!

1:45 pm

Recap Roundtables by Organization Size

As financial service providers adapt to consumer needs, 
join your colleagues to discuss how organizations are:

 � Leveraging digital and blending in talent training and 
development

 � Providing opportunities for professional growth to 
develop highly engaged talent

 � Changing learning & development methods for 
different demographics

11:25 am

Panel: Next Generation of Learning
Curtis Brooks
VP, Employee Performance Management
US Bank

Sandra Lueders
CHRO
Vantage West Credit Union

Jordan George
Director, Leadership & Talent Development
Addition Financial
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BUILDING A WORKFORCE FOR THE CUSTOMER OF THE FUTURE

TRACK A
Workforce & Succession Planning

TRACK B
Performance Management & Engagement

Vertical Specific Meet-Ups
During our vertical-specific meet-ups, attendees will have 
the opportunity to collaborate with their peers in small, 
closed-door setting, where they can freely discuss their 

biggest challenges, questions and concernsKeeping Apace High Growth: Engagement for High 
Performance and Retention

South State Bank has grown rapidly in the past few years. Amy Cox has 
been in charge of ensuring that employee performance and engagement 
keeps apace the organization’s expansion. She will walk through how she 
and her team have been:

 ■ Reevaluating company culture and vocabulary

 ■ Reskilling legacy employees for growing business needs

 ■ Maintaining high engagement rates despite high growthSeamless 
communication throughout changing processes

2:55  
pm

Amy Cox
SVP, Director of Employee Strategy
South State Bank

Insurance Providers
2:55pm

-
3:15pm

Credit Unions
3:20pm

-
3:40pm

Retail Banks
3:45pm

-
4:05pm

Innovation Spotlight
To lead this session contact, sponsorship manager McKenzie Warren at 
mckenzie.warren@wbresearch.com and 646-200-7484.

3:25 
pm

3:25 
pm

Case Study Interactive: Coaching for a Culture of Innovation

Michelle Drager and Shana Erickson from Columbia Bank will share how 
their teams are implementing a coaching culture. They will share:

 ■ How they are changing the mindset around coaching for innovation

 ■ The implementation of Internal Development Plans to build the skill sets 
of leaders

 ■ Focusing initiatives on how to nurture innovation across the organization

2:55  
pm Michelle Drager

SVP, Talent Development Director
Columbia Bank

Shana Erickson
SVP, Leadership Development & 
Effectiveness Director/Executive Coach
Columbia Bank

Innovation Spotlight
To lead this session contact, sponsorship manager McKenzie Warren at 
mckenzie.warren@wbresearch.com and 646-200-7484.

Workshop: Career Development for Greater Retention
Organizations across industries are learning that today’s employee values 
personal and professional development in addition to monetary compensation. 
Michele Koch at Republic Bank will share how she is leading the organization’s 
initiatives to:

 ■ Set up Individual Development Plans and career discussions

 ■ Emphasize soft skills training and not just technical training

 ■ Increasing retention through employee development and feedback programs

3:35 
pm

Workshop: Proactive Talent Acquisition in Tough Labor Markets: 
Understand Your Data to Win Talent

Use data and analytics to

 ■ Understand where you are investing your budget and where you need to 
spend

 ■ Pinpointing your competition in each market

 ■ Benchmark your loyal, best performing employees to hire future employees

 ■ Advertise for a healthy pipeline to attract the right talent in current workforce 
demographics

3:35 
pm

4:25 pm End of HR Financial Services 2019
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